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Two studies examine how episodic and semantic memory affect subjects' abilities to repeat
sentences masked by white noise. Subjects first hear a list of 70 sentences that are not masked.
Subjects in the framework conditions are told prior to hearing the list that all sentences refer
to a contextual framework concerning a deserted island. Subjects in the no-framework groups
are not given this information. Subjects in the framework-after condition are given this informa
tion only after hearing the list of sentences. Subjects then perform a white-noise identification
task. The results indicate that framework subjects are able to identify both old and new
framework-related information better than other subjects. Subjects in the no-framework and
framework-after conditions identify old information better than control subjects who do not
participate in an acquisition phase. Emphasis is placed on the interdependence of episodic and
semantic memory, including conditions leading to such interdependence.

In 1972, Tulving proposed a "pretheoretical" dis
tinction between research on episodic memory and
research on semantic memory. Episodic memory refers
to codings of autobiographically referenced experiences
and can be related to acts of remembering. Semantic
memory refers to more general encyclopedic knowledge
and is involved in such acts as knowing, comprehending,
and inferring.

Although some investigators have argued against the
value of distinguishing episodic from semantic memory
(e.g., Schank, 1975), others have suggested that the dis
tinction is fruitful (e.g., Kintsch, 1974; Nelson & Brown,
1978; Ortony, 1978; Shoben, Wescourt, & Smith, 1978).
It should be noted, however, that the terms episodic and
semantic memory are often defined in different ways
(see Nelson & Brown, 1978).

In the present paper, the terms episodic and semantic
will be used to distinguish two ways in which past
experiences may influence performance. First, there may
be influences that are attributable to the subject's having
experienced particular events, such as a list of words or
sentences. These influences are thus specific to a partic
ular context; they may be referred to as episodic. They
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would be exhibited in acts such as recall or recognition
of previously presented material. On the other hand,
certain effects on performance may be exhibited that
cannot be attributed to the subject's having personally
experienced particular events. These influences may
be referred to as semantic. Such effects would be mani
fested in acts such as inferring or generalizing. But even
though these effects have been described here in terms
of particular acts in which they may be exhibited
(episodic-recall, semantic-inference), the present
authors wish to stress that both episodic and semantic
memory may affect performance of almost any cognitive
act. This idea has been relatively neglected in the litera
ture, probably due to the fact that most of the investi
gators examine either episodic or semantic memory, but
not both. In these more usual kinds of studies, the
assumption is often made that the task used determines
the kind of memory being studied. For example, a
recognition or recall test would be used to investigate
episodic memory, whereas a verification task would be
used to study semantic memory.

As an illustration, Shoben eta!. (1978) have stated
that results from studies involving recognition and recall
tasks (e.g., Anderson & Ortony, 1975; Bock, 1976)
provide an inadequate basis for making inferences about
semantic memory, since such tasks are biased toward
episodic memory factors. However, research reported by
Dooling and Christiaansen (1977), Gardiner, Craik, and
Bleasdale (1973), Keenan (1975), Perlmutter, Harsip,
and Myers (1976), and Tzeng (1975) does not support
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the idea that performance on a particular kind of task
necessarily reflects only semantic or only episodic
memory. For example, Gardiner et al. and Perlmutter
et al. demonstrated that semantic memory influences
recall performance. Dooling and Christiaansen and Tzeng
show that both episodic and semantic memory influence
the recognition of prose material. Keenan suggests
that episodic memory plays a role in verification task
performance.

To examine further the effects of episodic and seman
tic memory on cognitive performance, the present
investigators chose to employ a task that asked for
neither remembering nor verification types of judgments.
The task chosen involves the identification of verbal
stimuli that have been embedded in a white-noise mask.
Previous work by Bruce (1958), Miller, Heise, and
Lichten (1951), Miller and Isard (1963), and Rosenberg
and Jarvella (1970) has demonstrated that the white
noise identification task is sensitive to semantic effects.
For example, Rosenberg and Jarvella employed two
types of test sentences in their white-noise task. Seman
tically well integrated sentences contained a predicate
that was considered to be a contextual feature of the
subject noun (e.g., "The doctor cured the patienL").
Semantically poorly integrated sentences contained
predicates that were not considered to be contextual
features of the subject noun (e.g., "The doctor chased
the caL"). Semantically well integrated sentences were
found to be more easily identified than semantically
poorly integrated sentences. Rosenberg and Jarvella con
cluded that when intelligibility of speech is reduced by
noise, subjects will attempt to comprehend by drawing
on semantic aspects of their knowledge (e.g., contextual
features). From the perspective of the present paper,
knowledge of contextual features would be considered
to provide a source of semantic influence on a subject's
performance.

In the white-noise studies just described, the idea of
two kinds of effects from past experience was not
addressed. That is, these studies demonstrated that
semantic memory affects performance, but they were
not concerned with the possibility that episodic memory
may also have facilitation effects. Our pilot data indicated
that the white-noise task is indeed sensitive to episodic
effects; that is, repetition of particular items enhanced
later identification of those items.

In conducting the present studies, the main interest
was whether episodic and semantic effects would be
demonstrated, either separately or in conjunction, in
subjects'performance on a white-noise task. It was
expected that the nature of these effects would depend
on the type of previous learning experience to which the
subject had been exposed.

In the present studies subjects were presented a
common set of acquisition stimuli as a basis for potential
episodic effects. These stimuli were sentences such as
"The man cut the basketball in two." Additional infor
mation was provided to subjects in some conditions in
order to facilitate the acquisition of a more general
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knowledge framework based on the set of acquisition
sentences. Specifically, the subjects in these conditions
heard the same set of sentences as subjects in the other
conditions, but, in addition, they were told that all the
sentences concerned the actions of a man who was
stranded on a deserted island. They were also told that
the sentences were examples of particular kinds of
actions the man might be engaged in, such as "fmding
a container for water." The deserted-island framework
was expected to provide a source of semantic effects
that could be exhibited on the white-noise task.

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1 all subjects were presented a set of
70 acquisition sentences such as those described above.
Subjects rated the comprehensibility of these sentences
under one of three acquisition conditions. Subjects in
the no-framework group simply listened to and rated
each sentence. Prior to hearing the sentences, framework
group subjects were told that the sentences described the
actions of a man stranded on a deserted island. The
sentences were presented in blocks of 10 sentences each,
and prior to each block the framework subjects were
told that each sentence in that block was an example of
a particular kind of action (finding a container for water,
etc.). Subjects in the framework-after group first listened
to and rated the sentences and then were told of the
deserted-island framework and the seven categories of
survival-related activities.

In the acquisition of new knowledge, one's currently
activated knowledge guides the comprehension of the
new information, but at the same time, it becomes
modified by that incoming information (see Bransford
& Franks, 1976; Collins, Brown, & Larkin, in press;
Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977). Since subjects in the
framework group experienced the simultaneous inter
play of the general topic, categories, and specific example
sentences during acquisition, they were expected to
develop generalizable knowledge about a man trying to
survive on a deserted island. As was indicated earlier, this
generalizable knowledge framework was expected to
provide a source of semantic influence on later test
performance. Since neither the no-framework group nor
the framework-after group experienced the simultaneous
interplay of general topic and specific examples, subjects
in these groups were not expected to develop the gen
eralizable knowledge acquired by the framework group
(see Bransford & Johnson, 1973); thus, the performance
of subjects in these groups was not expected to demon
strate semantic effects due to their acquisition experi
ences.

After acquisition, all subjects were presented a set of
sentences masked by white noise. The task was to repeat
each sentence aloud as soon as it was heard. Three types
of sentences occurred in the test list: olds, novel appro
priates, and novel inappropriates. Olds were sentences
that had occurred during acquisition. Novel appropriates
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were sentences made up of new words, but which were
related to the deserted-island framework. For example,
"The man cut off the top of the pumpkin" was a novel
appropriate example of the category of "finding a
container for water." Novel inappropriates were made
up of new words but were unrelated to the deserted·
island framework, for example, "The man kicked the
television set." The performance of the three experi·
mental groups was compared with that of a baseline
group that performed the white-noise identification task
but had not participated in any acquisition activities.

Both episodic and semantic effects due to the acqui·
sition experience were expected to be potentially exhib
ited in performance on olds. Subjects in the no-framework
group were expected to perform better than baseline
subjects on these sentences due to their having experience
with the particular acquisition sentences; effects due to
this type of experience will be referred to as episodic
effects. Subjects in the framework group were expected
to perform even better than no·framework subjects on
these sentences, since their performance could benefit
from both the experience of particular acquisition
sentences and the more general knowledge of the
deserted·island framework. Therefore, their performance
was expected to demonstrate both episodic and semantic
effects.

Subjects in the no·framework group were expected to
perform better than the baseline subjects on novel
appropriates. The acquisition experiences of the no
framework group did not provide them with knowledge
that could generalize to facilitate identification of
these sentences. Subjects in the framework group were
expected to perform better than no·framework or
baseline subjects due to their development of a more
general knowledge framework. Facilitation in per
formance on these sentences would thus demonstrate
semantic effects.

For novel inappropriates it was expected that all
experimental groups would perform no better than
baseline subjects. Neither experience with particular
acquisition sentences nor development of a framework
would be expected to facilitate performance on these
sentences. That is, neither episodic nor semantic effects
were expected to be exhibited in performance on these
sentences.

Performance of the framework-after subjects was
contingent on whether they could make use of the
deserted·island framework. It was expected that they
would not develop generalizable knowledge of the
framework. Therefore, their performance on new
related (Le., novel-appropriate) information would not
be expected to be facilitated. They were thus expected
to perform in a manner similar to the no-framework
group, that is, exhibiting episodic but not semantic
effects attributable to acquisition experiences.

Method
Subjects. Sixty students from an introductory psychology

class at Vanderbilt University served as subjects in order to

fulfill course requirements. Subjects were tested individually,
with 15 subjects assigned randomly to each of four conditions:
framework, no framework, framework after, and baseline.

Design. The basic design of this experiment was a 4 (between
subjects factor of acquisition condition) by 3 (within~ubjects

factor of sentence type) split-plot design. The four acquisition
conditions were described above, as were the three sentence
types (olds, novel appropriates, and novel inappropriates).

Materials and Procedure. During acquisition, the framework,
no-framework, and framework-after subjects listened to a list
of 70 sentences that had been recorded on a cassette recorder.
This list was composed of seven blocks of 10 sentences each,
with each block describing a particular activity relevant to
survival on a previously inhabited but now deserted island. The
seven categories were: obtaining shelter, finding a container for
water, fmding a container for food, reaching for food on a high
tree branch, administering fust aid, trying to get help, and
making clothing. Subjects in the no-framework group were
asked to simply listen to and rate the comprehensibility of the
sentences on a 3-point rating scale (easy, moderate, difficult).
Framework subjects were told of the deserted-island framework
prior to listening to and rating the sentences. They were also
informed of each of the seven categories of survival-related
activities just prior to hearing the block of sentences relevant to
that category. The subjects in this group were told to rate the
comprehensibility of the sentences in terms of their significance
to the deserted-island framework and to the specific activity a
particular sentence was supposed to be describing. Subjects in
the framework-after condition were told of the framework and
seven categories only after listening to and rating the compre
hensibility of the acquisition sentences. The baseline group
received no acquisition phase.

Immediately after acquisition, subjects in all groups received
a list of 105 sentences embedded in white noise. The sentences
and white noise were recorded and played back on cassette tape
recorders, and they were mixed prior to the sound's reaching the
headphones, so that the subject heard both signals in both ears.
The signal-to-noise ratio was adjusted through the use of baseline
pilot subjects to a level at which they were able to repeat approx
imately 50% of the sentences. In the test, there were 35 of each
of the three sentence types.

During the test phase, all subjects were told that they would
be presented a set of sentences in the presence of white noise
and that their task was to repeat each sentence as accurately as
possible during the pause at the end of the sentence. The subjects
were also told that the task was difficult, but that they should
do the best that they could, that is, repeat as much of each
sentence as possible. Framework subjects were reminded of the
deserted-island framework and the seven activities related to
survival on the island. They were also told that some of the
sentences in the new set would be new ones that could be
meaningful given the framework of survival on a deserted island,
and some would be new ones that would not be very meaningful
given that framework. Framework-after subjects were given this
same information for the first time just prior to the white-noise
test. No-framework subjects were told that some of the sentences
they were about to hear were ones that they had heard during
acquisition, some would be new sentences that were similar to
the old ones, and some would be new sentences that were fairly
dissimilar to the old ones. Finally, the baseline subjects were
told that they were to listen carefully to the sentences and to
repeat them as accurately as possible. Subjects' responses were
transcribed by the experimenter.

The acquisition and test sentences were constructed to
be individually understandable, but they could not easily or
obviously be related to each other. For each of the seven cate
gories of activity, 15 sentences were constructed. For a given
subject in each group, 10 of these sentences appeared in the
acquisition list. The remaining five sentences appeared as novel
appropriates at the time of the test. Five of the 10 sentences
heard at acquisition also appeared as olds on the test list. Each
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Olds .76 .71 .63 .41
Novel Appropriates .67 .43 .41 .38
Novellnappropriates .55 .53 .50 .54

Table I
Mean Proportion of Sentences Correctly Detected: Experiment I

Group

Note-Comparisons between framework (F), framework-after
(FA), no-framework (NF), and baseline (B) groups for each
sentence type were made by means of Dunn's procedure
(d(168) = .12. p < .05}. Results of these comparisons are
discussed in the text.

sentence appeared equally often as an acquisition sentence and
as the two types of test sentences. To control for order effects,
specific randomly ordered acquisition and test lists were pre
sented to a subject in the framework group, and in the same
order to a subject in the no-framework group and to a subject
in the framework-after group. The same test list was presented
to a subject in the baseline group.

Performance of the framework subjects was also influ
enced by their having an overall general framework
within which to process the sentence. This effect of the
framework was a semantic influence. This type of
influence was also apparent in the performance of
framework subjects on novel-appropriate sentences. That
is, the framework subjects correctly identified signif
icantly more of these sentences than did baseline sub
jects. In contrast, the no-framework subjects did not
perform significantly differently from baseline subjects
on novel appropriates.

For novel-inappropriate sentences, no experimental
group performed significantly differently from the
baseline group. This was as expected, since neither
episodic nor semantic influence from the acquisition
experience was expected to be exhibited in performance
on these sentences.

Performance of subjects in the framework-after
group was not significantly different from that of the
no-framework group on any sentence type. This indicates
that the framework-after subjects did not develop a
generalizable knowledge framework concerning survival
on a deserted island. Their performance exhibited
episodic but not semantic influence due to their acqui
sition experiences. That is, their performance on olds
was facilitated, but their performance on novel appro
priates was no better than baseline. The results for
this group are in accordance with results reported by
Bransford and Johnson (1973) and Bransford and
McCarrell (1974), in which context-after manipulations
were shown to have little effect on memory for difficult
to-comprehend materials. It appears that providing a
contextual framework after presentation of specific
examples does not allow for development ofgeneralizable
knowledge concerning that framework.

In summary, it appears that both episodic and seman
tic effects may be demonstrated in the identification of
verbal stimuli masked by white noise. When subjects
were given a framework at acquisition within which to
process the example sentences, they were later able to
identify both old and new related information better
than no-framework, framework-after, or baseline sub
jects. They thus exhibited semantic effects of their
acquisition experiences. No·framework and framework
after subjects performed better than baseline only
on "old" sentences. This was due to their having had
experience with the old sentences at acquisition. How
ever, they had acquired no general framework to facilitate
identification of new related information. That is, they
exhibited episodic effects but not semantic effects of
their earlier learning experience.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was designed to provide a more fine·
grained analysis of the degree to which episodic and
semantic influences of acquisition experiences play a

BNFFAFSentence Type

Results and Discussion
Two methods were used to score subjects' responses

to the test sentences. First, a response was scored as
correct only if the subject had repeated the test sentence
verbatim. With the second method, a response was
given varying degrees of credit depending on the amount
of the sentence that had been correctly repeated. Four
points were given if the entire sentence (i.e., subject,
verb, object, and any additional phrase) had been
correctly repeated. If one of these sentence components
was incorrect, only three points were given; if two com
ponents were incorrect, two points were given, and so
on. The data indicated that the overall pattern of means
for all sentence types and treatment groups was highly
similar across the two scoring methods. Therefore, the
data will be reported using the first, or verbatim, method
of scoring.

A 4 (acquisition group) by 3 (sentence type) mixed
analysis of variance revealed significant main effects of
both acquisition condition and sentence type [F(3 ,56) =
17.18, p<.OOI, and F(2,112)=47.80, p<.OOI,
respectively]. The interaction between the factors was
also significant [F(6,112) = 18.1 7, p < .001] .

Planned comparisons were made by means of Dunn's
multiple-comparison procedure, using a pooled error
term (cf. Kirk, 1968, pp. 79.81,292-293). Results of
these comparisons were generally concordant with
expectations (see Table 1). On olds, subjects in the
no-framework group exhibited significantly better
performance than subjects in the baseline group. This
facilitation in performance was an episodic effect due to
the subjects' having experienced these sentences during
acquisition. Subjects in the framework group performed
significantly better than the no-framework subjects on
these "old" sentences, indicating that their performance
involved something other than or in addition to the
episodic effects exhibited by the no-framework subjects.
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role in the identification of old and new infonnation.
The acquisition conditions were the same as those in
Experiment 1, except that there was no framework
after condition. At test, several new sentence types were
included that were designed to exhibit varying degrees
ofsimilarity to the original acquisition sentences. In addi
tion to olds, novel appropriates, and novel-inappropriate
test sentences, there were appropriate rearrangements,
inappropriate rearrangements, and novel appropriate
substitutions. Appropriate rearrangements were sentences
that were appropriate to the deserted-island framework
and were constructed by combining phrases from two
acquisition sentences. An example is "The man inverted
the bathtub," fonned from the acquisition sentences
"The man turned the bathtub over" and "The man
inverted the couch." Inappropriate rearrangements were
fanned in the same way, but the resulting sentence was
not appropriate to the framework. An example is "The
man poured whiskey on the streetcar," fonned from the
acquisition sentences "The man poured whiskey on the
cut" and "The man slept soundly in the streetcar."
Novel-appropriate substitutions were fonned by sub
stituting one new word in an old sentence, with the
resulting new sentence still appropriate to the frame
work. The acquisition sentence "The man tied a rubber
band around his leg" might be changed to "The man
tied a fanbelt around his leg."

Performance on olds, novel appropriates, and novel
inappropriates was expected to replicate the results of
Experiment I. In general, it was expected that subjects
in the framework group would exhibit both episodic
and semantic effects whenever possible. That is, the
framework group should perfonn significantly better
than the no-framework group on all sentence types for
which knowledge of a contextual framework could be
operative or for which that general knowledge could
interact with knowledge of particular words or sentences
heard at acquisition (olds, appropriate rearrangements,
novel appropriates, and novel-appropriate substitutions).
The no-framework group was expected to perfonn
significantly better than the baseline group on sentence
types for which knowledge of specific words or sen
tences heard during acquisition was involved (olds,
appropriate rearrangements, and inappropriate rearrange
ments), but not on sentences that contained all new
words (novel appropriates and novel inappropriates).
Note that on inappropriate rearrangements it should be
possible to observe episodic effects but not semantic
effects; therefore, both framework and no-framework
groups were expected to show facilitated and equivalent
perfonnance on these sentences.

The novel-appropriate substitution sentences were
included to explore in a bit more detail the nature of
episodic effects. For no-framework subjects, it was
expected that the presence of mostly old words in these
sentences would lead to some facilitative episodic effects.
However, these subjects were expected to have difficulty
in identifying the one new word, since they had no
knowledge of the contextual framework that would

facilitate identification of the word. It was therefore
expected that no-framework subjects would perfonn
somewhat better than baseline subjects, but not as well
as the framework subjects, on these sentences.

Method
Subjects. Forty-five students from an introductory psychol

ogy class at Vanderbilt University served as subjects in order to
fulf'ill course requirements. Subjects were tested individually,
with 15 subjects assigned randomly to each of three groups:
framework, no-framework, and baseline.

Design. The basic design of this experiment was a 3 (between
subjects factor of acquisition condition) by 3 (between-subjects
factor of test list) by 6 (within-subjects factor of sentence type)
split-plot design. The three test lists were constructed to counter
balance order effects. Sentences were chosen and ordered in a
random fashion, with the stipulation that there be 14 of each
sentence type (84 sentences) per list. There were six sentences
types: olds, novel appropriates, novel inappropriates, appropriate
rearrangements, inappropriate rearrangements, and novel
appropriate substitutions.

Materials and Procedure. Acquisition was the same as in Exper
iment 1. That is, subjects in the framework and no-framework
groups listened to a recorded list of 70 sentences. This list was
composed of seven blocks of 10 sentences each, with each block
describing a particular activity reIevant to survival on a deserted
island. As in Experiment 1, all subjects in these two groups rated
the sentences on a 3-point scale of comprehensibility. Subjects
in the baseline group did not participate in an acquisition phase.

During the test phase, all three groups received a list of 84
sentences embedded in white noise. The sentences and white
noise were recorded and played back on cassette tape recorders
and were mixed prior to the sound's reaching the headphones so
that the subject heard both signals in both ears. The signal-to
noise ratio was adjusted through the use of baseline pilot subjects
to a level at which they were able to correctly repeat approxi
mately 50% of the sentences. The acquisition and test sentences
used in this study were for the most part the same sentences
used in Experiment 1, with only a few minor changes to make
some sentences more versatile in their potential for rearrangement.

Results and Discussion
The subjects' responses to test items were scored by

counting a response as correct only if the sentence was
repeated verbatim. The data were analyzed in terms of
proportion ofsentences correctly identified. A 3 by 3 by 6
analysis of variance revealed test list effects to be non
significant; however, both treatment condition and
sentence type factors were significant [F(2,36) = 8.159,
p<.OOI, and F(5,180)=28.978, p<.OOI,respectively].
There was also a significant interaction between test
list and sentence type [F(1O,180) = 2.321, p= .041].
This effect was most probably due to the fact that some
sentences were unique to a particular list; it was not
considered to be particularly problematical, because
a test of the three-way interaction of Test List by
Sentence Type by Treatment Condition proved to be
nonsignificant.

Planned comparisons between groups were perfonned
by means of Dunn's procedure, using a pooled error
term. The pattern of results was quite similar to that
of Experiment 1 (see Table 2). No framework and
framework subjects performed better than baseline
subjects on oIds. And as in Experiment 1, framework
subjects were also found to perform better than



Table 2
Mean Proportion of Sentences Correctly Detected: Experiment 2

Group

Sentence Type F NF B

Olds .84 .71 .50
Novel Appropriates .58 .48 .43
Novel Inappropriates .81 .69 .76
Appropriate Rearrangements .80 .67 .53
Inappropriate Rearrangements .70 .63 .50
Novel-Appropriate Substitutions .77 .59 .53

Note-Comparisons between framework (F), no·framework
(NF), and baseline (B) groups for each sentence type were made
by means of Dunn's procedure [d(216) = .15. p < .05J. Results
of these comparisons are discussed in the text.

no-framework subjects on olds, although this difference
only approached significance. It should be noted here
that this borderline significance, as well as a number of
other such borderline results reported below, might
well be underestimates of the reliability of the pattern
of results as a whole. This difference and the others are
all quite large, and they do fall in the predicted direction.
The relatively large critical difference value for the
Dunn's procedure (i.e., a difference of 15%) reflects the
large number of a priori predictions (18) that were made
in this study. Since all but one of these predicted differ·
ences were quite large and in the predicted direction, the
pattern of results supports a level of confidence in the
findings that is greater than would be warranted if only
a few of the predictions were sustained. And indeed, a
one·tailed t test comparing the performance of the
framework and no·framework groups on olds revealed a
significant difference between the groups [t(168) =4.58,
p < .01].

On novel-appropriate sentences, the framework group
was found to perform significantly better than the
baseline group, indicating a facilitative semantic effect.
Also as expected, and in replication of Experiment 1,
the framework group performed better than the
no-framework group on these sentences. Again, the
difference between these groups only approached
statistical significance when using Dunn's procedure;
however, a one·tailed t test indicated a significant
difference between the groups [t(168) = 3.41, p < .0 1] .
These results indicate that the framework subjects
were exhibiting a semantic effect attributable to their
having generalizable knowledge of the deserted·island
framework.

For novel·inappropriate sentences, neither episodic
nor semantic effects were expected to be demonstrated;
both framework and no-framework groups were expected
to perform no better than the baseline group on these
sentences. The results were in concordance with these
expectations and replicated the findings of Experiment 1.

For appropriate rearrangements, it was expected that
both episodic and semantic effects would be exhibited in
performance by the framework subjects; thus, this group
was expected to perform better than the no-framework
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group on these sentences. The no·framework subjects
were expected to demonstrate only episodic effects of
acquisition experiences, and they were therefore expected
to perform better than baseline subjects, although not as
well as framework subjects. This pattern of results was
indeed found. The framework group performed signif
icantly better than the baseline group. The difference
between the framework and no·framework groups and
the difference between the no·framework and baseline
groups fell in the predicted direction, although in both
cases the difference merely approached statistical
significance.

For inappropriate rearrangements, it was expected
that only episodic effects would be demonstrated. That
is, framework and no·framework groups were expected
to perform at equal levels, with both groups performing
better than the baseline group. As expected, the frame
work and no·framework groups identified approximately
equal numbers of these sentences. Also, the framework
group was found to perform significantly above baseline.
The difference in performance of the no·framework and
baseline subjects approached significance.

It is interesting to note that no-framework subjects
identified appropriate and inappropriate rearrangements
with equal accuracy. These subjects could only rely on
their experiences of particular words and sentences
heard at acquisition; therefore, the appropriateness of
the sentence to an overall framework was not relevant
for them. In contrast, the framework subjects could use
their knowledge of the overall framework to further
facilitate their identification of appropriate rearrange
ments. A one·tailed t test revealed that framework
subjects were indeed more accurate at detecting appro
priate rearrangements than at detecting inappropriate
rearrangements [t(28) = 1.762, p < .05] .

Finally, consider the performance on novel-appro·
priate substitutions. It was generally expected that
the no·framework subjects would demonstrate some
episodic effects due to the fact that all but one of the
words in these sentences were words heard at acquisition.
They were therefore expected to perform better than
baseline subjects on these sentences. However, this
expectation was not realized; the no-framework subjects
performed slightly better than baseline subjects, but this
difference did not approach statistical significance.
However, it is important to note that the scoring criter
ion required a verbatim response in order for subjects to
receive credit. Further examination of no·framework
subjects' responses to novel-appropriate substitutions
indicates that in half of the incorrect responses, the
subjects either left out only the one new word or merely
substituted a different new word for the one given. In
these cases the rest of the sentence was correctly identi·
fied, demonstrating episodic effects of acquisition
experiences. Framework subjects were expected to
demonstrate both episodic and semantic effects on the
novel-appropriate substitutions. In accordance with this
expectation, they were found to perform significantly
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better on these sentences than both no-framework and
baseline subjects.

CONCLUSIONS

In 1972, Tulving stated, "Our knowledge about the
interdependence between episodic and semantic memory
is meager" (p.39l). The present studies were attempts
to examine more closely the nature of this interdepen
dence. It seems fair to say that any cognitive activity
will involve both episodic and semantic memory. For
example, in the present studies, we found that both
episodic and semantic memory influence the identifi
cation of masked verbal stimuli. The no-framework
group performed much better than the baseline group on
olds, appropriate rearrangements, and inappropriate
rearrangements, all of which involved only words that
had been heard during acquisition. On the other hand,
subjects in the framework group acquired a contextual
framework of knowledge that not only aided in the
identification of previously experienced information
(e.g., olds, appropriate rearrangements), but also facili
tated identification of new related information (novel
appropriates, novel-appropriate substitutions). Thus the
performance of these framework subjects demonstrated
semantic memory influences as well as episodic memory
influences.

One advantage of the present experiments is that they
provide information about the acquisition conditions
that enable semantic effects to be exhibited. The frame
work group's abilities to identify novel but appropriate
sentences depended on particular episodic experiences in
conjunction with the activation of general knowledge.
Neither the episodes alone (no framework) nor the
activation of general knowledge following these episodes
(framework after) was sufficient to produce semantic
effects. When subjects in the framework group identified
a novel-appropriate sentence such as "The man carried
liqUid in the mailbox," it seems unlikely that they did
this by contacting a specific representation of this
sentence in semantic memory. Instead, these subjects
seemed to have acquired an abstract frame, script, or
schema (e.g., Minsky, 1975; Rumelhart & Ortony,
1977; Schank & Abelson, 1977) that helped them
identify novel-but-appropriate events. Further explo
rations should provide more information about the
conditions under which such schemata are acquired.
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